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THE CALIFORNIA RIVER QUEST
The CRQ has three different courses:
• 100 Miles (Redding to Chico)
• 50 Miles (Redding to Red Bluff)
• 25 Miles (Redding to Anderson)

We have two classes:

• Adventure Class (“I want to finish”)
• Competitive Class (“I want a fast time”)

The race has up to 3 checkpoints

• 100 has 3 checkpoints (~25, ~50, ~75 miles)
• 50 has 1 (~25 miles)
• 25 has 0

See our web site for maps and locations of these checkpoints!
Stopping at the checkpoints is NOT required this year - but you must
announce your arrival to race personnel (shout and show your number)

THE RACE
This is a long grueling race!
• 100 Miles = 10-18 hours
• 50 Miles = 6-9 hours
• 25 Miles = 2 - 4 hours

This race has moving water

• 2-4 mph current
• Upper section has the most rapids
• Lower section is more slow and meandering

It will most likely be hot and dry
• Cool in the morning (~55oF)
• Hot by mid-day (~85-105oF)

Pay attention to hydration, nutrition, and temperature!
(More on that later)

THE RACE

Upper section (near Redding)
Lower section (near Chico)

SAFETY
The water is COLD

• About 50oF
• For reference - the Pacific Ocean in Northern California is ~55oF - 60oF in summer
• The San Francisco Bay is ~55oF - 70oF in summer

At this low of a temperature, hypothermia can set in quickly, even in 100 degree heat
• You have minutes in the water before you lose dexterity
• Literally - 5 to 10 minutes
• If you fall in the water, your first priority is to get out of the water!
• If you need to jettison your gear, do that, and collect it later.
If you fall in:
• You will experience cold shock. The cold water overwhelms your nervous system,
causing you to “seize up”
• Typically, breathing becomes momentarily difficult; you may gasp for air
• Once this subsides, you need to get out of the water
If you are swimming, swim feet first so that you can push off of any obstacles.

SAFETY
If you are in the water headed toward a hazard (tree, boulder, bridge piling):
• Push off with your feet if you can
• If you can’t push off with your feet, climb over it!

If you are on your boat/board headed toward a hazard:

• Avoid it if you can
• If you are going to hit it, hit it head on
• Do not hit it at a glancing angle! Your boat can get wrapped around the object.

Certain objects on the river can pin you:

• These are called “strainers”
• Mostly fallen trees lying across the river
• Even weak currents can pin you to these objects
• Your body is ~2800 square inches
• Even 1/10 psi is 280 pounds of force on your body

RIVER HAZARDS
The Sacramento River has several types of river hazards
•
•
•
•

Rocks/boulders
Gravel beds
Submerged trees
Overhanging trees

If you see a disturbance in the water, that is telling you something.
•
•
•
•
•

Large, regular waves usually indicate lots of water moving through a narrow channel
Large, irregular waves usually indicate submerged boulders
Small, irregular waves often indicate shallow water
Turbulence often indicates boulders in the water
Birds standing in the water means there isn’t much water.

If you see disturbances in the water, you usually want to avoid that water.

RIVER HAZARDS
Submerged objects often form an “upstream V”

Rock with “pillow”
Upstream V (no, our river is not this crazy)

NAVIGATING RAPIDS
Do not crowd rapids!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most rapids have a narrow channel or line that must be followed
Many boats are ~20 feet long!
If the person in front of you falls in the water, you can seriously injure them!
Single file
Do not pass in rapids
2 boat lengths minimum between boats
Time penalties for violating these rules (1 hour minimum)

Kutras Chute, 15 feet wide

Second Rapid, channel 40 feet wide

NAVIGATING RAPIDS
Do not stop paddling in rapids

• If you’re in the rapids, keep paddling!
• If you stop paddling, you risk creating congestion in rapids
• If you stop padding, you lose hull speed, and lose control over steering

Kutras Chute, 15 feet wide

Second Rapid, channel 40 feet wide

AVOID COLLISIONS
Avoid collisions at all costs
•
•
•
•
•

Many racers will have lightweight boats
If someone is in the water, head height = boat height = recipe for serious injury
Hitting a SUP can send the paddler flying
A flying SUP can destroy a boat
Heavy boats can destroy light boats
18-20 pounds

25 pounds

This is a 65 pound kayak

These are not 65 pound kayaks

NOTABLE AREAS
There are some areas on the river worth studying

• Redding area (miles 0 to 7) has many of the fastest rapids
• Anderson area (miles 14-18) has unusual rapids
• Bend area (miles 40-46) is constricted and loaded with boulders - turbulent

Do some research on our site!

NOTES ON SAFETY
Notes on gear:
•
•
•
•
•

No leashes!
No cotton
Wear synthetics
Bring sunscreen
Bring a spare paddle

You are required to have:
• USCG-approved Type 3 inherently buoyant PFD
• Insurance requirement
• Vaikobi and Mocke PFDs are not Type 3
• Inflatables are not allowed
• Mylar space blanket
• Whistle
• Phone with race numbers in it

X

X

STRATEGY
You will be out there for many hours

• Pay attention to your body
• Stay hydrated
• You should be urinating regularly (~1/hr)
• Urine should be light yellow
• Stay fed
• Your body preferentially burns glycogen during aerobic respiration
• Fat is too slowly utilized to be your primary energy source
• Your body only holds ~1500 cal as glycogen
• You will be burning ~500-600 cal/hr paddling
• This gives you ~2-3 hours before you “bonk”/“hit the wall”
• Need to be consuming ~250 cal/hr
• Your body makes up the rest by burning fat
• Manage electrolytes - either through sports drink or tablets
• Manage pain
• Sore shoulders
• Chafing
• Pinched nerves
• Plan with the expectation that your digestive system will fall apart

NUTRITION
You need ~250 cal/hr

• Try it out before race day!
• Some people like real food
• Trail mix
• Jerky
• Crackers/pretzels/carbs
• I’ve even seen people eat pizza for a day
• Some people like sports nutrition
• Protein bars
• Gels
• Some people like liquid nutrition
• Meal replacements
• “Ensure”
• I put timers on my GPS to eat every 30 mins
• Do a couple long paddles (~6 hr) before the race to get used to this and try foods

BOAT/BOARD CHOICE
Given that this is a river race with rapids and sometimes turbulent water:
• Err on side of stability
• Err on the side of durability - you might hit stuff

Bring short rudders and fins

• Short rudders on boats
• Kick-up rudders are even better
• Break-away fins on SUPs are excellent (you can rip out your fin box!)

LIGHTING
If you arrive at CP3 (Woodson Bridge) 6PM or later, you are required to install
Lights
•
•
•
•

Forward-facing white light at minimum
More is better
This is really so people can see you.
A headlamp is also a good idea - useless in the boat but useful if you need to land.

OPTIONAL GEAR
Things you might want to bring:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GPS
Spare paddle
Spare rudder/fin
Hardware+tools to replace rudder/fin
Patch kit
Blister kit
Sunscreen
Lip balm
Extra water
Pain medication
Pepto

START SEQUENCE
We are changing the start sequence this year
•
•
•
•
•
•

6:00 AM:
6:15 AM:
6:30 AM:
6:45 AM:
7:00 AM:
7:15 AM:

100 Mile Competitive
100 Mile Adventure Class
50 Mile Competitive
50 Mile Adventure Class
25 Mile Competitive
25 Mile Adventure Class

This helps accomplish the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Easier to line up smaller numbers of boats
Assists with distancing
Gets the fast boats out first
Reduces congestion in rapids
Still gives Adventure class ~1 hour extra daylight

THE START LINE
You will line up pointing UP-RIVER at the start line
Your nose should be just downstream from the pipe (no creeping!)
Again, do not crowd other racers or create hazardous situations.

THE START
You will line up pointing UPRIVER at the start line
Your nose should be just
downstream from the pipe
(no creeping!)
You will paddle up-river, turn
on a buoy, and then proceed
down-river

Start Line
(Stay behind!)

CHECKPOINTS
You are not required to land at checkpoints
•
•
•
•

However, in the longer courses you will probably need to stop at least once
Checkpoints (esp. Rooster’s Landing) may be congested
You can meet your ground crew at any check point
Masks at checkpoints and on land!

You are required to check in at checkpoints

• Wave to a race official and shout your number
• Make sure they acknowledge you!

THE FINISH
We will have a light or other beacon visible from long distances

FINISH

SPORTSMANSHIP
Do not create unsafe conditions on the river
•
•
•
•
•

Do not draft on the river
No passing in the rapids
Single file through rapids
Maintain 2 boat lengths in rapids
Time penalties for creating hazardous situations

Be excellent to each other

• You are required to assist anyone in danger if you can do so safely
• Assist if you can
• Call for help if you cannot!
• Remember, this is a race against yourself
• Be nice to the volunteers
• We all have real jobs and we all make exactly $0 putting on this event

THE END
Questions?
Feel free to email me:
jjkay@alum.mit.edu

